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Vibration Analysis Via Neural Network Inverse Models To Determine 
Aircraft Engine Unbalance Condition 
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Abstract-This paper describes the use of artificial neural 
networks (ANN'S) with the vibration data from real flight tests 
for detecting engine health condition - mass imbalance herein. 
Order-tracking data, calculated from time series is used as the 
input to the neural networks to determine the amount and 
location of mass imbalance on aircraft engines. Several neural 
networks methods, including multilayer perceptron (MLP), 
extended Kalman filter (EKF) and support vector machines 
(SVMs) are used in the neural networks inverse model for the 
performance comparison. The promising performances are 
presented at  the end. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The .use of machine condition monitoring can provide 
considerable cost savings in many industrial applications 
especially where large rotating machines are involved, for 
exampkgenerators in power stations [ 161. The monitoring of 
vibrations of these machines has been reported as being a 
useiiil technique for analysis for their conditions [IS][ 171. 
However, advanced techniques that have effective 
approximation properties, such as neural networks have been 
only recently introduced into this field, especially on the 
health.monitoring of aircraft engines. 
The focus of this paper relates to the research efforts to 
employ machine vibration analysis on the sensor data from 
airplane engine in flight to determine the feasibility of 
artificial neural networks to diagnose machine health 
conditions [3][15]. Given engine vibration data, the neural 
network inverse model that attempts to predict aircraft 
propulsion systems rotor imbalance is studied as part of an 
overall Integrated Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) 
system. Initial goals of the research are to establish 
propulsion system inverse models, understand vibration data 
characteristics, and develop algorithms that can analyze 
sensor .data for monitoring and diagnosis of IVHM suh- 
system. Fig. 1 illustrates an approach for the inverse 
problem. In [3], we used data generated from engine 
structural finite-element model and achieved exceptional 
performance from neural networks on diagnosis of mass 
imbalance on engine. This paper presents results using actual 
flight test data. For the given speed of operation an 
intentionally induced mass imbalance produces vibration in 
the engine case and mounting structure that contains sensors 
at various locations. These sensor outputs are then 
transformed to generate a steady state frequency response, 
which is called order-tracking data [4]. Using the frequency 
information, the neural network inverse model will be trained 
to predict the mass imbalance on the engine. 
Figure I .  Thc i n w m  modcl ofcnginc health condition diagnosis. 
11. DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING 
To design an effective machine condition monitoring 
system, data must be acquired for all the conditions that need 
to be classified [16]. It is necessary to have data for use in the 
design stage of the condition monitoring system (this is the 
training data for the artificial neural networks) as well as 
independent test data that has not been used in the design 
stage to validate the system. The data used in this paper is 
acquired from multiple test flights. The tests included ground 
and flight tests with various combinations of imbalances to 
the engine fan and low-pressure turbine. The results herein 
are based on using only the in-flight data. The test matrix is 
shown as follows in Table 1. Besides the baseline cases, 
there are at total of 5 different artificially induced mass 
imbalances on the engine, three on the low pressure turbine 
(LPT) and two on the fin. Engine 1 and Engine 2 were 
assumed to produce measurements having the same features, 
which represent the state of engine unbalance. In each test, 
the engines run at 12 different fixed speeds. There are three 
accelerometers (synonyms for sensors, channels) located on 
the engine case and mounting structure that are used to 
collect the vibration signals from the engines. The sensor 
data is in the form of time series. General locations of 
induced mass imbalance and sensor locations are illustrated 
on the schematic of a representative jet engine in figure 2. 
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Tablc I .  Tcst Matrix: Th-Engincl and V-EngincZ arc for balanced 
cngincs, which arc takcn as idcal non-imbalance casc. TI is thc baccline 
with mass imbalancc. T2-T4 arc tcsts with thc intended known mass 
imbalance on LPT or Fan. Thc numben shown in table dcnotc thc amount of 
the imbalance and its angular location. TS is the rcpcatcd test as TI. Engincl 
and Enginc2 arc assumcd to be symmctric 
"w*,'.l.,um.r m m  ACC*I.k".% 
Figurc 2. Gcncral locations of mass imbalancc and scnsor locations 
illustatcd on typical fan-jet cnginc. Mass imbalances arc added on Fan and 
LPT. Sensors arc locatcd on flangcs and stmt. 
The available datasel is order-tracking tables, which are 
generated from the processing on the time domain data 
collected from sensors. The objective of order tracking is to 
measure the level of vibration due to a rotating shaft or other 
harmonic signals. The term means to track an'order of a 
harmonic signal. Order-tracking is performed as two separate 
measurements: 1) a frequency counter measurements the 
frequency of the tachometer signal, 2)  the magnitude, phase 
and variance of each response channel is measured by re- 
sampling the signal, synchronous averaging, and Fourier 
transform. It can handle speed (frequency) variations, and 
can distinguish between rotor-related signals and noise from 
other sources (not rotor-related). It is similar to the dataset 
we used in [3], which was generated from an engine 
structural model in the frequency domain, including the 
magnitude and phase information of the vibration data from 
sensors. Figure 3 illustrates typical characteristics of 
magnitude and the phase of measurements from the 
accelerometer located on a forward flange for the mass 
imbalance added on the LPT in all the flight tests. For each 
sensor, we end up with 12 stable frequency pins (points) 01 
each test, corresponding to the 12 speeds running in the each 
test. 
(.?)Magnitude @) Phasc 
Figure 3. (8) Magnitude of the meamremcnt fmm forward flange for the 
mass imbalancc on LPT in the form o f  order track data fur d l  the available 
flight tests (b) Phasc ofthe same mcasurcment. 
From flight tests data, we have 4 different mass 
imbalances (0 oz-in, 14.5 oz-in, 23.1 oz-in and 28.7 oz-in) on 
the LPT of the engine and 3 different mass imbalances (0 02- 
in, 14.9 oz-in and 20 02-in) on the fan of the engine, 
including the balanced engine from T6 and T7. Since we 
have the assumption that the state of engine in T6 and T7 as 
the ideal non-imbalanced case. Then we can recalculate the 
actual mass imbalance at original order-tracking data based 
on the ideal non-imbalanced situation T6 and T7 using vector 
addition, as shown in Table 2. Enough data points 
corresponding to different region of the target space are 
needed for the neural network inverse model to learn 
nonlinear mapping between order-tracking data and target 
mass imbalance. 
Table 2. Convencd Tcst Matrix: T6-Engine 1 and T7-Engine 2 are for 
balanced enginc, which arc takcn as ideal non-imbalance case. The numbers 
shown in table dcnotc the amount ofthc imbalance and its angular location. 
Enginel and Engine 2 arc assumed to be symmctric. 
Since Engine 1 and Engine 2 are assumed symmetric in 
location and the same kind of engine, we treat the 
measurements from Engine 1 and Engine 2 equally by 
assuming they have the same representative features of the 
vibration engine. For each order-tracking table, there are two 
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target mass imbalances associated with it, on LPT and FAN 
respectively, then we end up with applying surface fitting on 
the original data points in 3-dimenion. Theoretically, we 
know from the engine vibration model, the mapping between 
the vibration data and the mass imbalance target should be a 
smooth nonlinear function. So we use a cubic interpolation 
method herein to approximate such a smooth nonlinear 
function. The accuracy of the surface to the real function is 
limited by number of flight test points. Better confidence in 
the accuracy of this approximation is easily achievable given 
more mass imbalance test conditions. Figure 4 gives the 
cubic interpolation between these points at a fixed frequency 
in the order-tracking tables. We end up with more data points 
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(SI (o~win iogrn)  1 ~ M i n ~ n l )  ( ~ r d f l i & t  
sad&) Figure 4. Cubic intcrpolation bctwccn thc magnirudcs o f  thc original 
ordcr-tracking points mcasurcd from forward flangc at a ccrtain frequcncy 
bins. X-axis is thc mass imbalancc on fan. Kani s  is thc mass imbalancc cm 
LPT, Z-axis i s  Ihc magnitudcs of Ihc original data and intcrpolatcd data 
points. 
Ill. NEURAL NETWORKS INVERSE MODEL 
METHODS AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
Artificial neural networks have been well known for their 
good function approximation property and extraordinary 
ability on pattern recognition. In this application, for the 
purpose of performance comparison, we employ several 
representative neural networks: multilayer perceptron (MLP) 
using backpropagation, extended Kalman filter (EKF), and 
support vector machines (SVMs). In this section we will 
discuss the details of individual network architecture as well 
as  experiment results. 
( I )  Mtrltilayer perceprron u s i n g  backpropagarion: 
Let's start with the well-known back propagation (BP) 
algorithm to train multilayer feed-forward neural networks 
(also known as multilayer perceptron - MLP) with 
differentiable transfer functions to perform function 
approximation [1][19]. It is the most common method used 
in the training of neural networks. The results in this report 
were generated by using MATLAB 6.1 Neural Networkr 
Too1bo.r and running on a 733 MHz Plll processor. 
Tablc 3. Pcrformancc for thc interpalatcd mcasurcmcnls and rcal flight 
tcst mcasurcmcnts from Strur for thc mass imbalance an LPT. All thc 
training parameters cxeept Ihc training algorithm arc thc samc for each 
cvalualion. Two layers, 8-2. The activation functions of hiddcn layer and 
output laycr arc 'tansig' and 'purclin', respectively. Targct o f  thc mean 
squarc c m r  for training S C ~  is IC-05. Shadcd linc mcans thc training didn't 
rcach the MSE goal and stoppcd early duc 10 validation. 
(TRAINRP: Rcsilient Backpropagation; TRAINCGF: Conjugate 
Gradicnt-Flctch-Recvcs Updatcs; TRAINCGP: Polak-Ribicre Updatcs; 
TRAINCGB: Puwcll-Bcale Updates: TRAINSCG: Scaled Conjugate 
Gradicnt; TRAINBFF: Quasi-Ncwton-BFGS Algorithm; TRAINOSS: 
Quasi-Newton-Onc Step Secant Algorithm; TRAINLM: Levcnberg- 
Marquardt.) 
(2) Extended Kalman Algorithm: 
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm has 
become a standard technique used in a number of 
nonlinear estimation and machine learning applications. 
Parameter estimation for nonlinear system identification 
(e.g, learning the weights of a neural network) is one of 
them. Puskorious and Feldkamp 161 and others have posed 
the weight estimation in a state-space framework to allow 
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for efficient Kalman training of a . neuralnetwork. We 
implemented Node Decoupled Extended 
weights. P(n) is a M-by-M matrix defined as the approximate 
conditional error covariance matrix. A(n) is a NL-by-NL 
matrix that we refer to as the global scaling matrix. K(n) is a 
M-by-NL matrix containing the Kalman gains for the 
weights. w(n)  is a vector of length M containing the all the 
weights values. t ( n ) i s  the error vector of the network's 
m l g n l u l e  2 0 0 magnildue, m s w m d .  2 0 0 "sgnlludP 1 output layer. While the motivation for the use of artificial 
process noise in equation (7) was to avoid numerical 
difficulties, we have found in addition that it significantly 
enhances the performance of the GEKF algorithms in terms 
of rate of convergence, avoidance of local minimum and 
quality of solution. 
[b,,lrga OYlpUl On 1-11 I* [s,D"lp"l D , * ~ Y , ~ I  n e r r o r i  On / S l l  6U 
1o , (c).,rD, 
(d) Oulpvl d"6 vz targe,* 0" the 1.611 111Qht !*I, d l l l  
m\ 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~. . ~ ~~ ~~ . 
p m t r  I" I" set 
Figure 5 .  Pcrformance of lhc neural nctwork using Lcvcnbcrg-Marquardt 
training NIC on the intcrpolatcd measurcmcnts and real flight lcst dala from 
Strut for thc mass imbalancc an LPT. Magnihlde I and magnitude 2 rcfcr to 
thc magnitude of thc intcrpolatcd or rcal mcasurcmcnl al thc two fixcd 
frcqucncy bins of the ordcr-tracking data rcspcctively. (a) - Output of thc 
ncual  nctwork on the tcsl S C ~ ;  (b) - Targct mass imbalancc on the lest set; 
(c) - Enor bcrwcen (a) and (b); (d) - Output of the N N s  and thc large1 on 
thc rcal flight test data 
Kalman Filter [7][S] in the previous work as a natural 
simplification of the global extended Kalman algorithm 
(GEKF) by ignoring the interdependence of mutually 
exclusive groups of weights, thereby allowing the 
computational complexity of EKF to be adjusted to the low 
requirements of the computational resources. Since GEKF is 
supposed to produce a better approximation and we are not 
getting into a problem of limitation of computational 
resources in this application, we use GEKF in this 
application instead of NDEKF. Generally, to produce the 
comparable results to standard backpropagation (SBP), EKE 
often requires significantly fewer presentations of training 
data and less overall training epochs than SBP. This is one of 
the main reasons we investigate the EKF algorithm in this 
application. 
Given a network with M weights and NL output nodes, the 
weights update for a training instance at time step n of GEKF 
is.given by: 
A(n)  =[R(n)+H'(n)P(n)H(n)]- ' ,  (4) 
K ( n )  = P ( n W ( n ) A ( n ) ,  ( 5 )  
t ( n  t I) = t ( n )  + K(n)<(n), (6) 
P(n + I )  = P(n)  - K(n)H'(n)P(n) + Q(k) ,  (7 )  
1 P(0) = -1, R(n) = q,1, Q ( k )  = q , I  ' (8) 
fl, 
In above equations, R(n) is a diagonal NL-by-NL matrix 
whose diagonal components are equal to or slightly less than 
1. H(n) is a M-by-NL matrix containing the partial 
derivatives of the output node signals with respect to the 
Figurc 6.  Network architechlrc 
Exneriment Results on order-frackine data: 
Since we have mass imbalance on both Fan and LPT and 
they are supposed to be independent, we apply two EKF 
networks to diagnose the mass imbalances on Fan and LPT 
separately. In this way, we can speed up the convergence of 
the EKF network and diagnose the location of the mass 
imbalance at the same time. We construct the network as 6- 
3-1, using sigmoid function in the two hidden layers and pure 
linear function in the output layer, as in Figure 6. Figure 7 
shows the best performance of  network diagnose the mass 
imbalance only on LPT using the same data set as in BP 
neural networks based on 5 trials. 
At the end of 100 epochs training, the performance of the 
EKF network is superior to the most of the fast variants of 
backpropagation algorithms in Table 3. Since the extended 
Kalman Filter is very sensitive to the initial values of the 
network, we usually present the best performance from a few 
trials as the result. 
(3) Support Vector Machines: 
In the last few years, there has been a surge of interest in 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs). SVMs have empirically 
been shown to give good generalization performance on a 
wide variety of problems such as handwritten character 
recognition, face detection and function approximation 
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[lO][l1][12]. Basically, Support Vector Machines are 
algorithms in machine learning. The main idea of support 
vector machines (SVMs) is to construct a hyper-plane 
decision surface in such a way that the margin of separation 
.. . . .  
Figurc 7. Pcrformancc of the ncrwork using GEKF algorithm on the 
intcrpalatcd mcasurcmentrt and real flight test data from Strut far thc mass 
imbalance on LPT. MagniNde I and magnitudc 2 rcfer to thc magnitudc of 
the intcrpolatcd or real mcasuremcnt at the MQ fixed frequency bins of tho 
ordcr-tracking data respectively. At the end of the 100 cpochs training. MSE 
an the training set and on thc rcal flight test data is 5.8784~-05 and 2.3 12Sc- 
04, rcspcctivcly. (MSE=mean squarcd error), 
(a) - Output of tho mural network on the training sct; (b) - Error on the 
training S C ~ ;  (c) - MSE through training; (d) - Output of the NNs and thc 
target an the real flight test data. 
between examples is maximized. The machine achieves this 
desirable property by following a principled method of 
structural risk minimization [ZO]. 
A support vector machine problem can be stated as 
follows: :Given the training samples {(xi , d j ) } E l ,  where 
xi is the input vector, di is the corresponding target output, 
N find the ,Lagrange multipliers 
objective.fimction: 
that maximize the 
subjectdo the constraints: 
where C i s  a user-specified parameter. T h e K ( x , , x , )  is 
the kemel function which maps the multidimensional input 
space (nonlinearly separable pattems) into a new feature 
space with higher dimension where patterns are linearly 
separable. We can solve this optimization problem with 
quadratic programming and get the optimized Lagrange 
multiplier. Then we can get the weight vector: 
~ 
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Where $?(xi) is the image induced in the feature space 
due to xi. The support vector machine output y becomes 
Here we apply SVMs technique to solve a regression 
problem, which we call support vector regression [I][lO]. 
Given the measurement from the sensors, SVM attempts to 
diagnose the mass imbalance on the engine. 
Experiment Results on order-trackinp data: 
Data generated from the converted test matrix is applied 
for SVMs. It is also the same data set as used in MLP and 
EKF. After we try a few different kemel functions and 
parameter C ,  we find SVMs are able to give fairly good 
performance with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel and C 
= 500 in such a diagnosis. Similar to EKF, we still can apply 
two SVMs to diagnose the mass imbalance on FAN and 
LPT, respectively. In this way, the amount and the source of 
the mass imbalance are diagnosed at the same time. But 
remember, we need enough original flight test data with 
different mass imbalance cases to validate this method. 
Figure 8 shows the results on the training set and test set 
measured from 'strut' for the mass imbalance on LPT. MSE 
on the training set and on the real flight test data is 2.4271e- 
04 and 0.003642, respectively. 
Figurc 8. Pcrformance of SVM on the intcrpolated mcasurcmcnts and 
real flight test data from Strut for the mass unbalance on LPT. Magnitude I 
and magnitudc 2 rcfer to the magnitudc of thc intcrpolatcd or real 
mcasurcmcnl at thc 1wo frcquency bins of the ordcr-tracking data 
rcspcctivcly. A I  the end of the training, MSE on thc training s ~ t  and on the 
real flight test data is 2.42~-04 and 3.64e-03, rcspectivcly. (MSE=mcan 
squarcd mor) (a) -Output of SVM an training set; (b) - Target on thc 
training sct: ( c )  - Error on thc training set: (d) - Output of SVM and thc 
Iarget on the real flight tcst data. 
1111. CONCLUSIONS 
EKF I 100 I 5.87e.05 
REFERENCES 
2.31e-04 
Several neural network methods are applied on the real 
flight test data to diagnose aircrafi engine condition, herein 
mass imbalance on the low-pressure turbine (LPT) and fan. 
To enrich the data set, we use the interpolation technique on 
the order-tracking tables to generate more data points to he 
presented to neural network for training purpose. Especially 
for the measurement from the converted test matrix, we try to 
use a smooth interpolation surface to fit the original data 
points to approximate the nonlinear mapping function 
between order-tracking data and mass imbalance target. 
MLP, EKF and SVMs are applied on the surface-interpolated 
data from the converted test matrix. Since the mass 
imbalances on LPT and Fan are independent, this makes it 
possible to use two separated networks to identify the mass 
imbalance on LPT and Fan for the same data set, in which 
the amount and the location of the mass imbalances are 
diagnosed simultaneously. The performance comparison 
among the hest configurations in these three methods is 
shown in the Table 4. 
SWs I NIA . I  2.42e-04 3.64e-03 
Tablc 4. Pcrfarmancc comparison behvccn MLP, EKF and SVMs on the 
surfaec-intcrpolatcd data from thc convcrtcd t a t  matrix and thc real flight 
ordcr-tracking data. 
As shown in the tables above, all three methods give the 
promising performance on the diagnosis of mass imbalance 
on engine. The superior performance by MLP using 
hackpropagation could he caused by the overtraining on the 
interpolated data set since we don’t have enough original 
flight test data with different mass imbalance available to do 
the validation. From the experiments implemented so far, we 
show that the neural network inverse model method has the 
capability to build up the valid model between the vibration 
flight test data and the mass imbalance located on the FAN 
and LPT of engine and will achieve fairly good performance 
and accuracy if given enough amount of original flight test 
data with different mass imbalance cases. 
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